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ACIR Meeting Minutes for February 19, 2014

Current as of: 4.16.14

Attendees (*voting member, #via phone):
*Terra LawsonRemer (Faculty, Chair)
*Bevis Longstreth (Trustee)
*Malcolm Smith (Trustee)
*Charles Allison (Faculty)
*Chris Crews (Student Representative)
*Izza Aftab (Student Rep)
*Ian Morlan (Staff)
*Susan Sawyer (Staff)
Linda Hird (Finance Office)
Jens Astrup (Research Assistant)
Brandt Weathers (Research Assistant)
Topic

Discussion/ Action/ Proposal

Responsibility/Time
Frame

1. Last
Meeting
Minutes

Committee reviewing minutes.

J/B: to put 6 Point
CCAP on website;
follow up with Rick
McGahey on student
project; post previous
minutes online.

Bevis to hold meeting at Eataly next time.
Ian moves to approve; Izza seconds. Minutes pass.

2. Board of
Trustees
Meeting
Review

A. Terra, Bevis, and Chris review of meeting
B. Brandt/Jens review of student feedback*
C. Strategize next steps for getting CCAP
implemented. Do we need to modify the proposal?
Who do we need to meet with and get on board in
coming weeks?
Terra: who would like to recap?
Bevis: reception the night before Joe told Bevis that
this would have to wait because several trustees had
issues with these proposals. Afterwards, Joe told
Bevis that it seemed as though we had approval for
all items except divestment (which could be
performed at executive committee meetingto be
clear, first four prongs).
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Terra: to clarify, Joe is the chair of the BoT, first four
prongs were said to be supported after the meeting.
Is everyone clear about what this means? That at
least we have first four prongs essentially
greenlighted.
Bevis: The Executive Committee meeting is much
sooner than the Board meeting.
Terra: Chris, would you review the points you made?
Chris: two key points made at meeting  divestment
not practical and impossible due to market conditions
(little alternatives). I think both are bogus based on
the facts. To address this: should create two (Front
and back) docs rebutting these arguments. Facts
readily available in major international organizations.
Engagement also seems bogus as an approach
given that its against basic direction of their corporate
strategies.
Terra: their two arguments: better off engaging and
divestment impossible because there are no
sufficient alternatives in regards to Investment
Managers). May be essential to address fallacy of
engagement in these circumstances.
Discussion ensues on inefficacy and wastefulness of
engagement on these issues.
Bevis: was disappointed in SLOCUM bc they failed to
point out that the directly held account was that which
had the largest holding of fossil fuels. Much easier to
have this sold off; this (Greenhaven) is also the one
that asks us to vote on proxies. Discusses Devon
energy as it relates to this. Regarding the question of
alternative IMs, which is a red herring, to say that they
are limited to less than 10 total is wrong because
many are expanding into these opportunities.
Terra: I had a follow up with SLOCUM afterwards and
I asked if we could assemble a list of alternative IMs
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(compiled with info Bevis received from Brown
University on their relevant IMs doing similar work)
and offer up info. The point being made in the
meeting is that any fund has some investment in
fossil fuels, so finding full screen seemed impossible
to them. Therefore understanding alternatives is
essential. Should ask SLOCUM to provide a list of
alternative Investment Managers that are both reliable
and don’t invest in fossil fuels  and not just names,
but an analysis of each one.
Bevis: getting rid of the 27 of 28 (not Devon energy)
would be disruptive. That’s not necessarily the
alternative question; we can proffer that we are
divesting with such minor investments without pulling
out of investments that hardly sum to 1%. Engaging
IMs that hold these and requesting that they divest is
the kind of engagement that would be most useful. It
means all of their clients divest to an extent.
Terra: I’m thinking something similar, but within some
refinement. Could divestment be reframed so that
immediately bring fossil fuels down to less than 1%
and future commitment to continued falling via
engagement.
Bevis agrees.
Brandt begins a review of his reflection on the Board
meeting. Somehow in the meeting the recruitment
article was lost, which was a shame. It wasn’t
discussed at all. Discusses other assessments from
USS reps and Jens as well.
Assesses who were allies and those who stated
contrary opinions among the Board.
Malcolm: not sure what Greenhaven would decide in
terms of removing Devon from his portfolio for The
New School.
Bevis: its worth checking with him.
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Terra: next steps we should reformulate the proposal
 get below 1% of holdings in fossil fuels and engage
IMs to be active shareholders and lower holdings; I
think the disclosure, divestment, and engagement
pieces should be how prongs are broken down. Ask
Joe if prong one (a compilation of first four prongs)
could be moved immediately in executive committee.
Ian: two questions  is the IC autonomous or do their
decisions go to the EC (executive committee)? Do
they have to be unanimous?
Bevis: yes, autonomous; no, unanimity unnecessary.
Terra: remember that these four pieces were
basically decided on, but IC decided they are not able
to make a decision about divestment, kicked issue to
executive committee.
Malcolm: recall that this was shifted to a general BoT
matter, not an IC matter.
Terra: bc its not an investment strategy matter, its a
policy matter. So, a twopager should be assembled
on Chris’s terms, ask SLOCUM provide analytics on
other available funds that screen for fossil fuels and
data on their fund manager performance.
Bevis: I think that Greenhaven would be willing to
remove Devon.
Terra: right, but other details are not dealing with
direct holdings. We do need a onepager detailing
about Devon, but we need to simply ask Greenhaven
first.
Brandt: we should be prepared to have a media
engagement plan if Devon decision goes in our favor.
Bevis: I think the EC meets pretty soon… we should
get four prongs accepted asap.
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Susan: It’s next week
Malcolm: if we can get Devon out of the portfolio,
we’ve done with the best we can.
Terra: we can also engage socially on these issues
to push this initiative further even if it doesn’t mean
they immediately screen for us. We can ask for their
support, etc.
Bevis: we can send them (IMs?) all sorts of materials
as well (the IC and EC).
Izza: regarding Greenhaven, who would be point of
contact for IC?
Terra: I don't think this is complicated, that IC would
approach them.
Further discussion about what may happen with
Greenhaven asks.
Bevis: Steve or Malcolm could be points of contact
with Greenhaven on this discussion.
Susan notes that the committee should not be the
one to contact Greenhaven, it should be someone
who has already established contact.
Malcolm: I don't think we can do this without
Steve Bloom. I think we should communicate
with Steve first and he should be informed and
invited to have this conversation before asking
Greenhaven. I’ll speak to Steve and
Greenhaven (contingent upon conversation with
Steve).
Chris: would Greenhaven be willing to set up a fund
specifically screened and later to curate for other
schools to tag along with.
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Terra: I’ll write a note to Joe that EC meeting move to
approve disclosure elements (first four prongs) and
also move to realign new priorities in CCAP (three
prongs and 1% argument).
Malcolm: I think this 1% argument may be very
helpful with Steve Bloom because it reduces the
impact of any decisions on this topic. Why don’t
we talk to Greenhaven together.
Terra: Great! Sounds good. Any other amendments?
(Linda joins meeting)
Bevis: I think shareholder point should be specific to
ceasing CAPEX (capital exploration). Very few do
this ask so we would be filling a niche ask if this was
our angle for shareholder proxies.
Terra: Would that even come to a vote?
Bevis: no, Goldman Sachs has already requested
this, but no shareholder proposals on this.
Terra: let’s leave this revise it so that its a part of the
point but not the sole ability with this prong.
Bevis: Agreed. Then we could give it to DiNapoli who
is the sole trustee of the NY Pension Fund and has
already spoke about these issues.
Terra: any objections to outlined items? Comments?
Ian: seconded. All agree to move on these issues.
Terra: two prep docs: SLOCUM alt IMs and
antiengagement… who wants to help work on
these?
Brandt: Terra and I have been talking to Rick
McGayhey, he has one student who can be working
on these issues. Would these be something he can
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work on?
Linda: SLOCUM has made a proposal, one of the
things was looking into divestment at this university
Chris: I’ll take on the antiengagement task.
Bevis: to find out background of C6 group for us
as they’ve invited Bevis to speak at upcoming
events.
Brandt: to circulate all communications from C6
to committee and stay in touch with their RA.
(Side conversation)
Linda: Is anyone else going to the divestment
conference in Cambridge?
Chris: No, can you forward that to us?
Jens: Yea, I hadn’t heard about it, forward it
Brandt and me
(End conversation)
Linda: list of investment managers being assembled
by SLOCUM soon that screen fossil fuels.

3. Other
Climate
Change
Action Plan
(CCAP)
Promotions/
Next Steps

A. Educational event requested by DVZ: updates and
next steps
Chris: March 19, 67:30 will be details of upcoming
educational event.
Terra: we should go back to Gwen, ask if some of
these events can be linked up: Sustainapalooza, C6,
Educational Event.
Brandt: C6 is more top down event and
Sustainapalooza event is more bottom up.
Susan: who are we targeting?
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Terra: trustees. So we need to link with C6 to
address trustees but the idea is to show them that
there is student interest in this, so we need students
to attend.
Chris: we could participate in Sustainapalooza
and link up majorly with C6.
Izza: can Chris and I chat about this help decide
what to do on this?
Terra: if you work with Gwen, ask her if these
could be merged as well as organizing details all
need work.
More clarification on event details ensues.
Malcolm: Arien Mack’s event on C6 will be much
broader.
B. Bevis' plans follow Harvard letter to President
Faust*
Bevis summarizes letter from father/daughter alums
to President Faust. This individual (Tim ?)provides
conference with CERES and UN annually. Bevis also
suggests that Nation magazine article is the best item
on this topic. Notes that: Harvard offers Pernasis
option as alternative investment vehicle and not well
run; also only stated they would engage with fossil
fuel companies.
4.
Preparation
for Proxy
Season

Brandt: Directs everyone to proxy document. This is
to give an idea of where everything falls to make this
happen. We’ve received all the basic information from
the financial office, we’re just waiting on SI2. Last we
focused on CPST, we also had two other categories
for other issues.
Susan: You can start with Greenhaven stocks, there
are only like 20
Brandt: Jens and I tend to try and draw in as much
information as possible and then hammer down and
get it all done. Today, we have to determine if there’s
anything else we want for a category besides
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environmental sustainability and CPST. We need to
ask from you Linda when our IMs want votes from us
as well as when we can expect responses from
them. If that can get out next week that would be
useful, so we can get that date down. The SI2 report
comes out March ** and that’s when we can stop and
say we have all the information and start really
working.
Susan: We have new managers this year, so there’s
some changes in the portfolio. Some of them I’ve met
and told them about ACIR and proxies. In terms of a
response though, we want to know how they voted
and a reason for voting that way. I’ll see what’s
reasonable for them. When would you want it?
Brandt: We’re expecting to write up the report the 2
weeks of march, and then send to the committee for
review  and then make decisions. In the third week
we can send out those decisions to the IMs.
Terra: If we had the report back to all those managers
before this public event, we can show them how
engagement works.
Linda: BoT wants enough information by May 6th.
Susan: That’s why it’d be great to have the responses
before the event.
Terra: It’s valuable to gather this data of whether
they’ve listened us, (IMs) to look back on.
Linda: I was going to ask SLOCUM about proxy
conversation with these IMs, because there may be
other investors interested in this.
Terra: There could be other investors looped into this
and they may be helpful more than we can imagine.
Brandt: Back to the report, we tend to send a draft to
Terra, and then we make edits within a week and we
send that out and have a phone conversation. This is
our timeline and I think is good.
Terra: I just think we can find a way to engage
SLOCUM with this and get them involved.
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Brandt: We know Greenhaven is ok with us making
votes, but Kennedy is new so we have no idea how
they will reat?
Linda: Exactly
Terra: I think we should also do a press release,
probably covered by NSFP. I think it’s important to
inform the community and show them how we’re
voting. Get in touch with NSFP prior to voting though
to see if they want to write an article so they can get it
in a timely manner.

5. Discuss
ACIR
Processes
for Public
Communicati
on (APPC)

Brandt: Can we send this to an online vote?

6. Other
Updates

No other major updates.

Terra: Yes, as long as Susan reviews it

7. Action
Emails to be sent out following up on previous items.
Items Update

